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Foreword
The global pandemic had a huge impact on gender pay reporting in the UK with
many businesses exempt from submitting their gender pay gap reports for
2019/20 and others seeing a substantial impact on their figures as a result of the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS).
In our previous report, covering both 2019/20 and 2020/21 results, we made
substantial progress in reducing both our gender pay and gender bonus gaps and
I am pleased to say that this trend has continued into 2021/22, with no indication
that the utilisation of the CJRS has skewed our results.
For the fourth reporting year in a row, our mean gender pay gap has decreased,
now at 18.8%, demonstrating our ambition for women at Fisher German to have
the same opportunities to pursue senior roles within the business as men. We are
also pleased to see that our median gender pay gap has reduced to below 30%
which is substantially lower than the average in our industry.
With the UK average mean and median pay gap both sitting at around 15%, we
know we still have much more to do to improve our gender pay gap.

who make up the lower quartile pay roles, compared to
just 14% men.
This does not mean that we have more men working
in higher paid roles overall; on the contrary, women
also make up 60% of our workforce and one of the key
trends we have noted this year is a more even spread of
female and male employees in the middle quartiles including,
for the first time, a higher percentage of female than male
employees in the upper middle quartile. This is a result of our
career progression framework which is seeing more women
promoted into senior, and thus higher paying, roles as they
advance through the firm.

Maria Hawley
HR Director

Over time, we believe this will approach also begin to level out the upper pay
quartile which is currently made up of 40% female employees. In all of the
promotions we have made over the last 12 months, 48% were awarded to women
with a total of 41 women and 44 men progressing to the next stage of their career.
We also awarded bonuses to 302 women and 202 men in 2021, reducing our
bonus gap by almost 10% across both the mean and median calculations.

As with most professional services firms, we continue to face the ongoing

challenge in gender pay reporting of having a disproportionately high
percentage of female workers in the lowest quartile roles. It remains
The work we are putting in now to build an accessible early careers
The work
a longstanding trend that these roles are less attractive to male
we are putting in programme is laying the groundwork for a more gender equal
candidates and this is reflected in the job applications we receive,
workforce in the future. We are really proud of the opportunities
now to build an
particularly where these are part-time or reduced hour roles allowing
we provide across apprentice, placement and graduate roles
accessible early
for a more flexible home and work life integration.
and were named in the top 100 large employers by the National
careers programme is Undergraduate Employability Awards early in 2022, following on
With the UK having the third most expensive childcare system in the
from being named in the top ten medium sized firms the previous
laying the groundworld1 and with women continuing to spend more time than men
work for a more gender year.
doing unpaid work2, it is understandable why these more flexible
equal workforce in We are also continuing to see very little fluctuation in the gender split
roles continue to be highly attractive to women.
the future.
of early careers candidates with 48% of graduates who joined us in
It is also why we believe these roles are supremely important to the
2021, and who have accepted offers to join us in 2022, being women.
running of our business, in order that we can attract talented women (and
Since we started reporting in 2017, women have made up 50% of all
men) who also have busy lives outside of work, and nurture young people
graduate and placement students.
who start their careers in these roles with an ambition of working their way up. By
far the biggest disparity in gender we face at Fisher German is the 86% of women
We are proud of the progress we have made so far and remain committed to
further improving our gender pay and bonus gaps in the coming years.

“

1

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2 UN Women
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What is gender pay
reporting?
As a business with more than 250 employees, we are required to report our mean and
median pay and bonus gaps every year, for the previous financial year. This gender
pay gap report is a snapshot of what we looked like on 5 April 2021 for all ‘relevant’
employees.
This excludes self-employed colleagues, agency workers and consultants. Partners
are not included because they take a share of the firm’s profits, which is not directly
comparable with employees’ pay. These criteria are set out by the UK Government as
part of their standard reporting process.

Terminology
Relevant employees
All employees eligible for inclusion within the gender
pay reporting requirements.
Full-pay, relevant employees
All relevant employees who received their usual basic pay during
the reporting period, excluding those who had their pay reduced
for example due to maternity or shared parental leave or other
long-term absence.
Mean gender pay gap in hourly pay
All salaries are calculated in hours and the male and female mean
averages are compared, with the pay gap showing the difference
between the average of all female hourly rates and the average of
all male hourly rates. It is shown as a percentage difference.
Median gender pay gap in hourly pay
As above but the calculation used is the median (midpoint).

Fact check
Gender pay gap is calculated as the difference in average renumeration for all men
and all women within a company, based on full-time hourly rate calculations. This is
calculated through both the mean and the median averages, producing two different
figures.
Equal pay gap is the difference in renumeration between a man and a woman doing the
same job, at the same level.
Having a gender pay gap does not mean that there is an equal pay gap; it just means
that there are more men overall employed in higher paying roles, or more women overall
in lower paying roles, or a combination of both.
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Mean bonus gender pay gap
All bonuses rewarded in the given year are compared and the
gender bonus gap is the difference between the mean average
bonus amount received by women and the mean average bonus
amount received by men. It is shown as a percentage difference.
Median bonus gender pay gap
As above but the calculation used is the median (midpoint).
Proportion of males and females receiving a bonus payment
The number of employees who received a bonus of any size in
this period.
Proportions of male and females in each pay quartile
Every full-pay, relevant employee’s hourly pay is arranged from
lowest to highest and divided into four sections, each with an
equal number of people, then compared for the number of women
and men in each quartile.

Gender pay gap
2021/22

The gender pay gap results show the mean and median percentage differences between
the average male hourly pay rate and the average female hourly pay rate.
Figure 1

Fisher German pay gap
Mean

Median

2021/22

18.8%

27.8%

2020/21

18.9%

32.2%

2019/20

22.2%

30.5%

2018/19

24.3%

27.5%

A percentage above zero indicates a gap in favour of men; a
percentage below zero (-) shows a gap in favour of women.
Based on 474 full-pay relevant employees.

At Fisher German, 60% of colleagues are
female (281) and 40% are male (193). You
can see a breakdown of the percentage of
female and male colleagues in each pay
quartile on page 6.

How is this calculated?
The value of all average female hourly rates are added
up and divided by the number of women to calculate the
mean average hourly rate. The same is done for all male
hourly rates. The mean pay gap represents the percentage
difference between these two averages. The median pay
gap is calculated using the median average - or midpoint of the two sets of data. The gap is the percentage difference
between the median male hourly pay and the median
female hourly pay.

Figure 2

Industry comparison 2020/21
CBRE UK

CBRE UK

Fisher German

Fisher German

Bidwells

Bidwells

Carter Jonas

Carter Jonas

Connells Residential

Connells Residential

15.5%
18.9%
26.8%
27.4%
29%

Savills UK

Savills UK

Lambert Smith Hampton

Lambert Smith Hampton

BNP Paribas

BNP Paribas

Data compares the mean gender pay results of similar firms from 2020/21.
Latest figures not available at time of publication. Data is publicly available.

36%
47.9%
49%
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56.3% of women

Gender bonus gap

received a bonus in 2021
That’s 302 in total.

2021/22

The gender bonus gap results show the mean and median percentage
differences between the average male bonus and the average female
bonus.

62.9% of men

received a bonus in 2021

At Fisher German, we operate a discretionary bonus scheme for which all
colleagues are considered, and which is generally a percentage of salary.
Following a review of our bonus scheme in 2018, more colleagues are
now receiving reward for good performance. Overall, more women (302)
received a bonus than men (202).

That’s 202 in total.

Although a smaller percentage of people overall received bonuses in 2021, more
women and men received a bonus in total as a result of business growth.

Figure 3

Fisher German bonus gap
Mean

Median

2021/22

42.2%

33.3%

2020/21

51.9%

42.9%

2019/20

53.2%

37.5%

2018/19

52.8%

57%

A percentage above zero indicates a gap in favour of men; a
percentage below zero (-) shows a gap in favour of women.
Based on 504 relevant employees.

How is this calculated?
The value of all female bonuses are added up and divided by the
number of recipients to calculate the mean average bonus. The same
is done for all male bonuses. The mean bonus gap represents the
percentage difference between these two averages. The median bonus
gap is calculated using the median average - or midpoint - of the two
sets of data. The gap is the percentage difference between the median
male bonus value and the median female bonus value.
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Figure 4

Industry comparison 2020/21
Carter Jonas

41.7%

Connells Residential

42%

Fisher German
CBRE UK
Bidwells
BNP Paribas
Savills UK
Lambert Smith Hampton

Data compares the mean bonus pay gap results of similar firms from 2020/21.
Latest figures not available at time of publication. Data is publicly available.

51.9%
66%
69.2%
78%
79%
83.5%

Quartile analysis
2021/22

For the first time, there are more female employees in three out of four of the pay quartiles. This includes
women making up 53% of the people in the upper middle quartile, up from 40% last year. The number of
women in the upper quartile has stayed consistent at around 40%, up from 35% in 2019. We continue to
face the ongoing challenge of having substantially fewer men being employed in administrative roles, which
typically fall into quartiles 1-2.
Figure 5

Pay quartiles

1
LowerQuartile
quartile

86.4% 13.6%

2
Lower middleQuartile
quartile

58%

3
Upper middleQuartile
quartile

42%

53.4% 46.6%

4
UpperQuartile
quartile

39.5% 60.5%

Women

Men

How is this calculated?
Every employee’s hourly pay is put in order from lowest to highest and then divided into four quartile bands, with each containing an equal
number of employees. The graphs show the percentage of female and male colleagues within each of these quartiles, for example within the
lower quartile, 86.4% of the employees are female.
Based on 474 full-pay, relevant employees.
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UK context
All businesses with more than 250 employees are required by law to report on their gender
pay and bonus gaps each year - this amounted to 9,628 firms in 2020/21.
The average pay gap in the UK in 2020/21 favoured men by 14.9%, or 7.9% when only
considering full-time employees. The pay gap is reversed for part-time workers with men
being paid on average 2.7% less than women. At the reporting deadline for 2020/21
results, 79% of UK companies had a pay gap in favour of men.
The gender pay gap in any set of results is often linked to the general make-up of the
workforce with human resources firms and private household services often having a
negative pay gap, as their job roles traditionally attract female employees. Meanwhile
education, finance and insurance, and construction tend to have the largest pay gaps in
favour of men as these roles typically attract more men, at least in the highest earning
positions.
At Fisher German, our gender pay gap has emerged for two reasons. Firstly, we have a very
high proportion of women employed in the lowest pay quartile roles, with only 13.6% of
men making up these roles; secondly we have fewer women (40%) in the highest paying
roles. A gender pay gap does not mean that male and female workers doing the same role,
at the same level, are being paid differently.
The wide-ranging nature of our work makes it difficult to compare results by sector, but for
some comparison the average gender pay gap in construction is 24%, in professional work
is 16%, in electricity and gas is 15%, and in real estate is 8%.
Despite more women being eligible for a bonus than men, our bonus gap continues to be
high at around 42%. Bonuses are often calculated as a percentage of salary, where the
highest earning employees eligible for a bonus will receive more in value than those eligible
for a bonus on lower salaries; while men continue to make up a higher proportion of the
highest paying jobs, the bonus gap will also remain high. Our bonus gap continues to be
substantially lower than other similar firms (see page 5) - and has improved by around
10% on last year’s results, yet we will not become complacent about improving this.
The process of gender pay reporting requires firms to submit results by 4 April of the
year following the data set provided. This means data is usually at least one year old at
publication.
Source: Gov.uk Gender Pay Gap Service
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Fact check
The property’s leading
magazine, Estates Gazette,
estimates that men make
up 86% of the industry’s
workforce.
Source: EG mental health survey 2019

Talent acquisition &
retention
Against the backdrop of the pandemic, employee working patterns have evolved and are
now more flexible than ever before. We have designed numerous initiatives to attract and
retain the best talent and ensure there are equal opportunities and support for both women
and men to progress in the workplace, if they aspire to do so. We strongly believe in hiring
the right candidate for the job and offering flexibility to help them achieve their best.

Annual pay and
bonus review

Bespoke training
programmes

Twice yearly promotions
cycle across all roles

Hybrid working
opportunities

EAP and mental health
first aiders

Social culture and
employee-led events

Enhanced maternity &
shared parental leave

Tailored Time scheme
for flexible hours

Holiday trading and
Birthday leave

Paid qualifications &
professional membership

Client secondment
opportunities

Spotlight Awards
recognition scheme

Driving the industry
Across Fisher German we are committed to
improving diversity and inclusion within our business
and also in the wider industry; creating a more gender
equal workforce is one part of this mission.
Property - and the various sectors within it - has
always been a traditionally white, male industry and
we would like to contribute towards changing this.
We have so many talented individuals who work for
us who come from a variety of backgrounds, but we
recognise there are also many people who have never
even considered a career in property. We want to
break down these barriers and champion property as
an inclusive industry that is open to everyone.
In 2021, we established our DRIVE group, looking
at the areas of diversity, recruitment, inclusion, our
values, and equity within our business to ‘drive’ these
initiatives forwards and create an environment at
Fisher German where everyone feels like they belong.
This starts with a culture built on trust, honesty
and a fearless resolution to challenge negative
behaviours, and embolden colleagues to be
themselves, treat each other with respect and
positively embrace our differences.
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This is our progress so far:
We established the DRIVE group and created
a mission statement for what it wants to
achieve.
All senior leaders in the business took part in
diversity & inclusion training in 2021.
Senior leaders have created a united
commitment to devloping a diverse and
inclusive organisation.
We launched a firmwide survey to ask
colleagues what matters most to them in
the workplace and to better understand the
make-up of our workforce. These results
are now contributing towards future policy
development.
We have grown our talent acquisition team to
help us find the best talent from non-cognate
backgrounds.

We launched a highly interactive, digital
Insight Programme, held over two weeks twice
per year, and a LinkedIn forum designed to
introduce university students from all courses
to careers in surveying and planning.
We have trialled an educational outreach
initiative designed for schools to help young
people learn about surveying and planning. We
look forward to launching this officially in 2022.
We are in regular talks with other organisations
and clients to share ideas and experiences
around diversity, recruitment, inclusion, values
and equity.

Fact check

50%

of graduate and placement
students who joined us
since 2017 are female

“

I just wanted to say a
huge thank you to you
and everyone at Fisher
German for hosting and
preparing such a fantastic
programme. The depth
of information and the
genuine care and interest
that came across from all
employees made me feel
really welcome. Thank
you so much for the
opportunity to be a part
of it; I am really honoured
to have been a part of the
first Insight Programme.
Insight Programme student

For more information about this report, please contact the HR team at Fisher German.
Call us: 01530 412821
Email us: hrteam@fishergerman.co.uk
Write to us: Ivanhoe Office Park, Ivanhoe Park Way, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, LE65 2AB

Information correct at time of publication.

